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AI and data ethics
Ben Verinder, FCIPR, Dip CIPR, Founding Chartered PR Practitioner, MMRS

There are a wide range of topics that touch on the matter of ethics relating to artificial 
intelligence (AI), including economic welfare, equality, national security and AI ‘rights’. 
 
This primer focuses on AI’s use of data. It is intended to explain:

• How AI uses data 
• The ethical implications of that use.

 
Learning outcomes

 In this guide you will learn:

 • What constitutes artificial intelligence

 • The types of data AI uses 

 • How AI use of data raises ethical questions for organisations. 

 

Artificial intelligence enables software to perform difficult tasks by learning through 
repetition, rather than following a sequence of instructions. AI is used to solve complex 
problems, often involving a large amount of data, efficiently, inexpensively and at scale.

 How AI uses data 
AI commonly involves machine learning, in which automated methods (algorithms) find 
patterns in data to generate insight and make the decisions and predictions that power AI.

Data used by AI systems is typically separated into different categories: 

•  Training data is a set of examples that teaches the AI to do its job. Through a series 
of cycles, the AI analyses the data to assess how patterns within the variables 
(the details within it) relate to the task at hand

•  Validation data, new and unfamiliar to the AI, is used to select and fine tune the model 

•  Testing data is used to evaluate how the final model, after all the improvements, 
will perform in the real world. 

The data will be rich in detail, capable of improving the AI after many training cycles. 
The more variables within the data, the faster the algorithms can learn and fine-tune 
their predictive analyses. 

The more data analysed, the better the AI gets at spotting anomalies, probabilities 
and patterns – speech patterns that make it easier to sound like a human, for instance, 
behaviour patterns to identify fraud or visual patterns to detect objects on a street. 

Success, therefore, depends on comprehensive, large data sets. It also depends on the 
relevance of information. If data is not clean (i.e. up-to-date, accurate) and properly 
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organised, the AI model won’t be able to establish the right patterns and may not be 
able to perform the task at hand.   

 Data collection
Because AI typically needs such a lot of data, companies developing AI often 
supplement their own data with that purchased from external sources (data from 
different sources is called triangulated data). External sources can include subscription 
suppliers, public and private crowdsourcing of data, as well as new services which 
generate synthetic data for training purposes. 

There is also a growing demand for services that help companies label more complex 
data such as images and video.

It can be difficult at the outset to estimate the amount of training data that will be 
needed as it depends on the type of machine learning employed, the number and 
characteristics of the features selected, the quality of the owned data and the degree 
of accuracy a model needs for a task to be performed. 

 Big data
Big data is a type of data set with properties that lend themselves to training AI, 
as #AIinPR panel’s Vice Chair Kerry Sheehan explains:

“The term ‘big data’ is used frequently, and quite often incorrectly. Big data is described 
as having three contributing characteristics: it must have high velocity, high variety, 
and high volume. Distilled down to its essence, big data accumulates quickly, in a 
variety of types, and there is a lot of it. Processing it surpasses the capabilities of most 
traditional software. 

“Most PR professionals and communicators aren’t routinely working with what could 
truly be defined as big data yet. This is beginning to change as communicators become 
more aware of how corporate/organisational data are being used to inform everything 
from sales strategies and logistical planning to service take up. The volume of news and 
information being created globally does qualify as big data, but the amount of that 
news that is relevant to a specific company or institution is a subset of that – so, in most 
cases it is not technically big data even if there is high volume.”

 
 Ethical implications
 Bias 
Incomplete or inaccurate training data can lead to bias, influencing high-stakes 
decisions and potentially reinforcing existing social biases. There is evidence of flaws 
and biases in facial recognition software powered by AI, for instance. In April 2019 a 
group of artificial intelligence researchers – including those at Google, Facebook and 
Microsoft – called on Amazon to stop selling its facial-recognition technology to law 
enforcement agencies because, they argue, it is demonstrably biased against women 
and people from black and minority ethnic groups. 

Bias in this area is commonly the result of incomplete or imbalanced data sets. 
Because most systems operate by comparing a person’s face to a range of images in 
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a large database, if the database isn’t broad enough and contains mostly or only male 
Caucasian faces, for instance, that’s what the programme will learn to recognise. 

The way in which data is collected and handled can also lead to bias in the results. 
Human biases can affect the way data is classified or what is excluded from the data 
set. If data is crowd-sourced, scraped, or otherwise gathered from digital applications 
it may well be biased by virtue of the types of people who use online services. 
These people – typically the socio-economically advantaged – will commonly be 
over-represented in the data.

AI can also be deliberately used to amplify bias. Insurance companies purposefully 
discriminate in order to minimise perceived risk, as do banks when they make loans; 
AI systems are now being used to support underwriting decisions and mortgage 
applications. 

Bias embedded into algorithms is hard to spot because we cannot necessarily see into 
the ‘black box’ of decision making. For example, an autonomous vehicle developed 
by American technology company Nvidia went on the roads in 2016, without anyone 
knowing how it made its driving decisions. Given this difficulty of understanding exactly 
how AI systems have reached a given decision, bias is often only revealed when the 
AI is deployed. This was the case with a system used to make sentencing decisions 
in courts across the United States which over-estimated recidivism rates among 
African-American and Hispanic men. 

 Privacy, control and transparency
There is a necessary tension between #AI’s voracious appetite for data, which can help 
reduce bias, and the principles of minimisation of personal data and transparency in 
data processing. 

Public awareness of data collection, storage and sharing issues has risen and expectations 
of how data is handled have changed as a result of legislation such as the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), and in light of infamous data breaches such as that 
involving Facebook and Cambridge Analytica. 

Regulations and user expectations are not limited to privacy. They include:  

•  Control over how data is used

•  Limits on the duration and nature of data storage

•   Better transparency, in terms of what data is being collected and with whom 
it is being shared.

There are those who argue that AI and GDPR are fundamentally incompatible. At the 
heart of GDPR (and equivalent data protection regulations in other regions, such as the 
California Consumer Privacy Act) is the principle of informed consent. But the nature 
of machine learning systems means it is typically not possible to see how their decisions 
have been reached. How can we consent to something that we can’t understand? 
And how can we withdraw consent once our data has been deployed?

AI also poses a challenge to our desire to limit the range of data collected about us and 
the length of time it is retained. The amount of data needed for AI to progress, this 
argument goes, is going to increase and this, in turn, boosts the chances of people’s 
data being collected, stored and manipulated without their consent or knowledge.

Glossary
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Artificial intelligence: The ability of software to perform difficult tasks by learning through 
repetition, rather than following a sequence of instructions. AI is used to solve complex 
problems, often involving a large amount of data, efficiently, inexpensively and at scale.

Big data: data sets characterised by high velocity, variety and volume.

Bias: inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, especially in a way 
considered to be unfair.

GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation, approved by the EU Parliament on 14 April 
2016 and enforced on 25 May 2018, intended to protect EU citizens’ data privacy, 
harmonize data privacy laws across Europe, and regulate how organisations across the 
region approach data privacy.
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